By GREG SPOON

The Jacksonville City Council met Monday night, November 26. Among the items on the agenda was the report of the committee established to study the city's noise ordinance.

Before somewhat lengthy discussion into the matter began, Councilman Ed Jordan expressed his thanks to the committee members for what he said was "a good effort" on their part. At that time Jordan recognized the members present at the meeting.

Jordan went on to say that whether or not the proposals were voted on (Monday night), he would like for it to have its first reading. Mayor John Nisbet added that only the amendments was available.

Following the second of Jordan's motion, Mayor Nisbet asked if an item-by-item comparison between the old ordinance and the proposed amendments was available. Councilman Jordan responded negatively, but offered to give an oral comparison to which the Mayor responded, "No, let's go down the agenda. It is (the proposed changes) is listed here maybe I can figure it out myself."

Councilman Theodore Fox, also a member of the noise ordinance committee, added that the council was only concerned with reading the amendments not the entire document. Nisbet responded, "Well, I assume that this is the document that has been prepared. I don't know.

Councilman Fox said, "Then we're only concerned with reading the amendments" to which the Mayor responded, "Right."

After the clarification as to what should be read, the Mayor went on to challenge the opening terminology of the document. He said, "I don't understand the terminology of the ordnance thereof."

He was referring to the phrase which previously read, "Section 1: Chapter 10 of the Code of the City of Jacksonville is hereby amended by deleting theretofore Section 194 and by adding the following. . . ." The change reads, "Section 1: Ordinance 139 is hereby amended to read as follows, . . ." which allows the entire ordinance, containing a few minor typographical errors, to be amended and replaced with the errors corrected. City Attorney Grant Paris suggested the proposed beginning so that the adoption procedure could be simplified.

After Jordan again offered to obtain a side-by-side comparison of the ordinances, Nisbet replied, "What we're concerned with is the form of the ordinance now, E.G.

Committee member Andy Goggans interjected to the Mayor and said, "Then that way you city attorney suggested that the headline for Section 1 be set up." Nisbet asked, "Why amend something you're not amending?"

After his response he resumed with the previous motion to have the amendments first reading.

Councilman Jerry Smith offered commendation to the group for what he thought was "an excellent effort." He added that he thought the public should be aware of the proposed changes before the council acts.

Discussion was continued with the final decision being postponement of the matter until the Decembr 10 council meeting.

The proposed amendments to the present ordinance are as follows:

SEC 19-6a TABLE 1 MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE SOUND LEVELS (present)
Residential 7 am - 11 pm 55
11 pm - 7 am 50

CHANGED TO READ
Residential (Sun-Thur)
7 am - 10 pm 55
10 pm - 7 am 50

(See NOISE, Page 2)

Rachel Jones chosen as Outstanding Woman

By JAN DICKINSON

"Alabama is not the frontrunner as far geography education goes, but at least it's not in the cellar," said Dr. Howard Johnson, one of the conclusions at last week's American Geographer's Southeastern Division conference in Birmingham. The meeting, which was held November 18-20, included discussions concerning the status of geography in southeastern school systems.

According to Johnson, three states are ahead of Alabama in geography education requirements. "Kentucky and Tennessee already require geography to be taught at some point in the K-12 system," he added, "Texas, which is not in the South, but still a subbelt state, requires one full year of geography before students may graduate from high school." He also added that the importance of geography has improved in Kentucky and that state has a State Geographer's Office.

Some of the Southern states lagging behind Alabama are the Carolinas, Mississippi, and Georgia.

Besides workshops, the conference included a display hall showing the latest technology used by geographers. According to Johnson, State Senator John Teragin and a representative of Paul Huggins' office with the AEA were "very impressed by the exhibits." Apparently, some people still think of geographers as old-fashioned.

A panel discussion, led by Johnson, discussed some proposals for upgrading geography education in public schools. Besides other professors from major universities, state Board of Education member Evelyn Pratt pointed in on the panel. "She was very supportive of our efforts," said Johnson.

(See GEOGRAPHY, Page 3)
Ad censoring debated

(CPS) - Charging violation of first amendment rights, the Louisiana State University student newspaper, "The Daily Reveille," is suing LSU for banning all abortion and pregnancy-related advertising from school publications.

The charge is the most serious of a number of recent incidents as pro-and anti-abortion forces square off on campuses nationwide.

At Villanova University in Pennsylvania, the Catholic university's administrators ordered the campus newspaper editor to pull an ad offering birth control information. The LSU ban stems from a business officer's question about the suitability of "pregnancy-related" advertisements contracted by an independent ad agency to appear in a student directory.

"The complaint raised the question, 'Do we want to advertise for abortion?'" explains LSU Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs L. L. Pesson.

"We talked to the student health director and determined the ads were not in the best interests of the students," he says. "The director felt it best to send students to the clinic first for advice and help, then if necessary, point them in the right direction for an abortion clinic."

But Reveille editor Dane Strother argues including the newspaper in the campus-wide ban violates the paper's first amendment rights to determine its own advertising policy.

"The editor and ad manager should be responsible for all advertising," he says. "It's not a pro-life or pro-choice issue. The administration is limiting the students' right to information." The administration should allow such freedom of expression," agrees Villanovan Joseph Marusak. The week following Villanova's ban, Marusak wrote an editorial accusing the administration of censorship and of suppressing opposing views because it feels its own way is in some fantastical way be damaged.

Villanova faculty advisor June Lytel countered the accusations in the same edition saying, "I knew the ad was against the teachings of Villanova and the Catholic Church."

Herport comes to JSU

By JAN DICKINSON

Wednesday, December 5, the JSU Writer's Club will once again host a poetry reading. As a follow-up to Gerald Stern, local artist Susan Herport will present her work in a reading in Merrill Hall at 7:30 p.m.

This isn't the first time for Herport on campus. Last spring she read to a packed room in Montgomery Building. According to Amy Mason, President of the Writer's Club, "We've been hoping that she would come back for a rematch." She added, "She's an excellent poet, and we're happy to have her come back."

Before coming to Anniston, Herport lived in Minnesota. "Alabama reminds me of the country up there," she said, "because the rural areas are so similar." She is presently working on a Masters of Fine Arts at Warren Wilson College in Swannanoa, North Carolina. "The program I'm enrolled in is the MFA Program for Writers," she stated. "I hope to finish sometime in the spring." When asked about her future plans, she replied, "I'd like to teach somewhere, but the plans aren't definite, yet."

Herport has had poetry published in The Malahat Review, Poet and Critic, and The Poetry Miscellany. More of her work will soon be found in Negative Capability.

When asked about the upcoming reading on campus, Herport said that she was looking forward to the event. "I've got some new material to read, and I've re-written some of my older poems, too."

The reading is free of charge and open to students and faculty. For more information, contact Dr. George Richards, room 209, Stone Center, or Extension 472.

---
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Fall banquet held in Leone Cole

The Student Accounting Association held their annual fall banquet on November 17, 1984 at Leone Cole Auditorium. Over seventy people attended the banquet and FMC Corporation from Anniston showed their great support by sending sixteen employees. Mr. G. Thomas Hough from the Birmingham office of the Ernst & Whinney accounting firm spoke to the students and guests about involvement in other activities besides just keeping records after becoming a Certified Public Account.

Phil Waits, the president of the Coosa Valley Chapter of the National Accounting Association, awarded a one year free membership to the NAA to the following five students: Shelly Lowery, Mary Ann Riner, Regina Whitaker, Annette Mcminn, and Karen Carroll.

Ms. Elaine Gant presented awards to Berry Kennedy, Virginia Whitaker, and Jeff Ewing from the Alabama Society of CPA's for leadership, scholarship, and integrity.

Mr. John H. Curlin awarded the Curlin Scholarship to the following students: Shelly Lowery, Keith Hicks, and Annette Mcminn.

The Trahan Family was present to award the first annual Trahan Scholarship to Berry Kennedy.

Keith Hicks, the president of the Student Accounting Association, presented all the accounting instructors with gifts. Special certificates were given to Dr. Parker Granger, Angela Bell, and Wilbur G. Berry for their invaluable assistance and Elaine Gant and Floyd Treadway for helping to secure speakers for meetings.

Shelly Lowery won an award for the outstanding continuing member to the organization and Karen Carroll won an award for being the outstanding new member.

A candle ceremony took place for the induction of new officers. Keith Hicks presented Shelly Lowery, former vice president, with the title of new President. Other officers are Alan Keimaker, vice president; Annette Mcminn, secretary; and Teresa Blair presented Karen Carroll, the new Treasurer.

The Student Accounting Association would also like to thank all of the people who contributed to the banquet and their support in making it a success. A special thank you to the following people: John H. Collins, Don W. Crot, Lionel Austin, David Copeland, James F. Storey, Travis A. Huisney, Sue Butterworth, Deidre Mcbrayer, and John B. Chiepatich.

Future banquets are to be held each year on the first Friday of November to help in planning ahead and organizing future activities.

Geography (Continued From Page 1)

Before the conference was over, Johnson and a dozen or so members of the Society of Alabama Geographers and Educators (SAGE) drove down to Montgomery to present their findings to the rest of the Alabama State Board of Education. "Each of the eight members received a copy of the report we made on this summer's geography competency exam." That exam, given to incoming freshmen at Auburn, Alabama, UNA, and JSU, proved what SAGE members had known for quite a while: Alabama students know very little about geography.

"The Board members were shocked by our findings," stated Johnson, "and in the short time we had for the presentation, four of the eight members were convinced that geography needed to be taught in public schools." Johnson added that this was no small feat, "We were first on the agenda, and those guys had never even heard of our group. We had only ten minutes to convince those people to change the K through twelve curriculum." He added, smiling, "Not even someone with the charisma of Ronald Reagan could do that." Nevertheless, with the encouragement of Evelyn Pratt, the proposals of SAGE were well-received. "We would like one semester of geography required in junior high and another semester required in high school." He added, "We also would like to see a greater variety of geography courses offered for the student."

Some states, such as New York and Ohio, are requiring some geography for their college grad. "Colorado requires a year of geography for entrance to college," said Johnson. "Right now, Alabama has the chance to be one of the leaders in the nation by changing its public school curriculum."

"Hopefully, they won't wait around just hoping to be ahead of Mississippi."

WLJS rates in top five

JACKSONVILLE---The Jacksonville State University campus radio station- WLJS FM (92.1) is among the top five radio stations in the area, according to a survey conducted by the Small Business Development Center of JSU's College of Commerce and Business Administration.

Approximately one-third of the 496 residents of Calhoun, Cleburne, and north Talladega counties surveyed by phone said they listened to 92.1. The reason given most often for listening to the station was the type of music played. WLJS plays a top 40 format with music rotation throughout the day.

The study, conducted by students enrolled in a marketing research class under the direction of Dr. Louis J. Clark, determined that the top five radio stations in the area, in order, are WQEN (91.5) in Gadsden, WHMA in Anniston, WZDK in Birmingham, WDNS of Anniston, and WLJS of Jacksonville State.

The confidence level of the study is 95 percent.

WLJS Station Manager David Carnes, a senior majoring in communications, said several Birmingham stations received in his area were not ranked by listeners. WLJS is on the air 20 hours per day and has 20 student DJs.

In rating the various features of 92.1, 84 percent of the listeners said the music played was "excellent" to good.

Carnes said 92.1 plays approximately 96 minutes of music each hour. The station runs public service announcements but not commercials.
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NEWSBRIEFS

MORE SCHOOLS START SEARCHES FOR MASCOTS AND MASCOT CLOTHING

California State Hayward’s student government will launch a campaign to get a new sports nickname to replace The Vampires, which students narrowly approved over The Zucchini in a vote last spring.

South Carolina wants to retain its rooster-like “Cocky” mascot, but someone recently stole Cocky’s car with the costume in it.

And U. Oklahoma Native American students are mad about the unauthorized on-field return of “Little Red,” the Indian chief mascot the school dropped 10 years ago because it was demeaning to Native Americans.

COLORADO STUDENTS DEFEAT SUICIDE PILL MEASURE

About two-thirds of U. Colorado’s student voters turned down a measure to ask the health service to stock cyanide pills to hand out to students in the event of nuclear war.

ARIZONA STATE OKAYS A SWASTIKA, BUT MINNESOTA DRIVES ONE FROM CAMPUS

ASU administrators first stopped the General Union of Palestinian Students from displaying a poster of an Israeli flag with a swastika on it because it led to a fight on ASU’s Candy Mall, but then said lawyers had told them they couldn’t stop the display.

Last week undaunted U. Minnesota officials told student William Winiger to remove a swastika trom his dorm window.

When Winiger complained he was being singled out, officials searched three dorms for other political signs, found exactly one (a Keagan-Bush poster), and forced the student to remove it.

BROWN SELLS SOUTH AFRICA STOCK AS STANFORD STUDENTS VOTE TO DO SAME

Brown’s trustees have sold $4.6 million worth of stock in six companies that do business in segregated South Africa and have refused to sign the Sullivan Principles, a list of 14 civil rights corporations promise to respect.

Stanford students voted last week to ask the school to sell its stock in Motorola, which deals to South African police and military.

Brown’s trustees credit students’ low-key approach, “Instead of the typically student-oriented, more radical forms of protest,” for making it possible for them to sell the stock.

WAKE FOREST PONDER TUTION HIKE FOR IMAGE’S SAKE

In a letter to faculty and staff, university President Thomas K. Hearn, Jr. said a committee is studying the effects of Wake Forest’s “bargain” tuition image on its efforts to compete for students with Duke, Virginia, North Carolina-Chapel Hill and North Carolina State.

Two years ago a consultant suggested George Washington U. raise its tuition to polish its image as a “prestige university,” but after much student reaction, GWU decided to keep tuition levels in line with costs, not public relations concerns.
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New instructors aid LLC

By JAN DICKINSON

To those who know very little of the Center for Individualized Instruction’s English Tutorial Program, something new has been added this semester to help students. It’s not the new computer equipment or even the new location that may interest prospective enrollees in the program. It’s an addition to the personnel that is so interesting.

Back in September, the number of students that were referred to the English Tutorial Program were pretty slim, at least for the first weeks of the semester. Then, according to Mrs. Hilda Norton, coordinator of the program, “students started pouring in, and we didn’t have enough student tutors to help carry the load.” After checking the budget capabilities, she learned that money was available to hire two more temporary workers. She had heard of two capable teachers, Mrs. Jill Miller and Mrs. Caroline Kinney, through Dr. Clyde Cox, head of the English Department. “They were very willing to work here,” according to Norton, “and we felt they could really help the University.”

Both Miller and Kinney, wives of present English instructors here, have unshaded college and had some teaching experience under their belt. Miller, a native of Spencer, West Virginia, graduated from Hollins College (Virginia), where she majored in English. Until moving to Alabama, she taught creative writing in elementary school. “But it’s much more enjoyable working with college students,” she says. Aside from her work at JSU, Jill works as a volunteer at Anniston at the An- niston Volunteer and Information Center, a referral service for the needy.

“They’re older than our student advisors, but still closer in age than Ms Cuff, Mr. Williams, or myself, so the students feel more relaxed around them.”

Alabama native Caroline Kinney is a graduate of the University of Montevallo, where she received both her B.S. and M.Ed. in Elementary Education. She has taught in elementary schools for eight years. According to Mrs. Norton, the duties of Miller and Kinney entail more than just tutoring. “We all help tutor the students, myself included,” she began, “but Jill and Caroline also act as secretaries, answering the phone, making reports, and scheduling new students.” She further explained, “They also aid in supervising our student advisors, as well as develop new instructional programs, and produce and file exercises and materials.”

As for the benefits of older tutors in the program, Mrs. Norton feels that the students look to Miller and Kinney for more than answers to their schoolwork. “They’re older than our student advisors, but still closer in age than Ms Cuff, Mr. Williams, or myself, so the students feel more relaxed around them.”

Even the student tutors enjoy working with them, says Amy Mason. “I think they’re just great.” She added, “They’re closer in age to us so we can relate to them better, and we all look up to them.”

According to Dr. Claudia McBride, head of the CII, both Miller and Kinney will be back to help during the spring semester, which is good news to Mrs. Norton. “They are both a definite asset to the English Tutorial Program.” As for the feelings of the two ladies, Miller summed it up when she said, “It’s satisfying to know that I can help students here through this program. I’m already looking forward to the next semester.”
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SBDC ranked No. 1

The Jacksonville State University Small Business Development Center has been ranked number one in case production during the 1984 fiscal year in the 13-university consortium comprising the Alabama Small Business Development Centers.

The JSU center logged over 11,700 hours in counseling to over 200 clients in the service area which includes Calhoun, Cleburne, DeKalb, Blount, St. Clair, and Talladega counties.

"Much of the growth can be attributed to a greater awareness of the services we offer," according to Pat Shaddix, director of the JSU Small Business Development Center.

"Things such as one-on-one counseling which is geared toward answering business-related questions and providing information has caused this awareness. Much of our work is with those people who may have a great idea for a business but have little or no experience or knowledge of what is involved in running a business."

The SBDC serves clients with the aid of numerous resources. For in-depth cases, senior and graduate students in the College of Commerce and Business Development Center.
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WENDY EDEN

Radio marathon is a first for cancer

BY WENDY EDEN

Friday afternoon at 4:00 will mark the second annual radio marathon for WLJS.

This one, however, will aid a charity and test personal stamina. Station Manager David Carns said that the Comprehensive Cancer Center at the University of Alabama will benefit from the lack of sleep DJs Richard Couch and Rich Daniels will encounter.

According to Carns, the two DJs hope to break the record of 24 hours established by John Valdes and Al Davis last semester. Couch and Daniel are hoping to up the time to 30.

"We wanted to choose cancer," said Carns, who added that the National Cancer Information Service helped them decide to contribute their pledges and donations to UAB.

Money can be pledged hourly or in a lump sum. "We really haven't thought about a goal," said Carns, but he added that they hoped to raise $1,000 if they are lucky.

Due to WLJS already being on the air 24 hours during the weekend, the radio station will not run into any problems with the schedule. Carns hopes that the idea will stick with the station and that in the future they will try to break money raised and the hours on the air.

"Thirty hours is a long time," added Carns, who said that as far as Marsha Cohen, CC representative at UAB can remember, no other radio station has tried to accomplish a similar feat. Carns insists that this promotion is probably the biggest event in the existence of WLJS, that was founded in 1975, since the increase in wattage under the management of Alan Rhodes.

The radio station has been heavily advertising their cause with help from Kelly Flowers, Miss Alabama USA, and Gene Barrow, head basketball coach of UAB. Additional coverage has been given by The Birmingham News, The Cable News Network, The Anniston Star, and The Gadsden Times. A bucket drive will happen the day of the marathon and students are urged to pledge money.

"If this works," said Carns, "I'm hoping this can become a yearly event."
Appointments

A&M faculty show works

Six faculty from the Alabama A&M art department are currently displaying works at Jacksonville State University's Hammond Hall Gallery as part of an exchange exhibit between the two institutions. The exhibit will be on display through November 30. Works are featured by Ms. Jimmie Hawkins, Dr. Robert Adams, Lakin Boyd, William Fance, Oscar Logan, and Dr. Clifton Pearson.

The exhibition includes "Whirlwind and His Consort," a six-panel display of graphite and watercolor by Ms. Hawkins; "Dipthy & Blue," an acrylic by Dr. Adams; color and black and white photographs by Boyd; mixed media including macrame and three-dimensional drawings by Wance; ceramics by Logan; and stoneware and ceremonial masks by Pearson.

Many of the works are for sale. For more information, contact Dr. Emmie Burn at 433-8830, Ext. 529.

Archaeology meets

The JSU Archaeology Club will meet Monday, November 26 at 4 p.m. in Room 339, Brewer Hall.

Paivy Harvey of Gadsden, a former JSU Art major will present a program on prehistoric Indian pottery. Everyone interested in archaeology or pottery is cordially invited to attend this meeting.

Students can join Gym Kanka

Any student who is interested in learning and developing his gymnastic skills should join the Gym Kanka Club. The club will meet on Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday from 8-9 p.m. Students will be instructed by Coach Cokley. No previous experience is needed. Those interested should sign up in Stephenson Gym.

A Capella Choir to perform

The Jacksonville State University Department of Music has scheduled a number of performances during the Christmas season including the presentation of the annual A Capella Choir concert for any future controversy. Dr. Martin predicts, "But," he adds, "if that ad came across my desk today, I'd run it.

The Villanovan staff probably will encounter the same administrative hassle when they print controversial advertising, Marusak predicts. "But," he adds, "if that ad came across my desk today, I'd run it.

The six-hour seminar will teach participants how to expand their business to bookstores, libraries, technical literature, and other written material. It is recommended for business and professional leaders, people who handle a lot of paperwork, students, teachers, people who love to read, and anyone who desires to improve learning skills.

The cost is $145 which pays for materials and lunch.

Announcements

The six-hour seminar will teach participants how to expand their business to bookstores, libraries, technical literature, and other written material. It is recommended for business and professional leaders, people who handle a lot of paperwork, students, teachers, people who love to read, and anyone who desires to improve learning skills.

The cost is $145 which pays for training, materials, and lunch.

The seminar was designed and will be led by Joe A. Martin, currently an in-house consultant with Thomas Nelson Publishers, a Bible publisher. He has trained over 10,000 salesmen, managers, and other professionals. Martin is an honor graduate of Troy State University and he attended Auburn University on a Woodrow Wilson Fellowship in mathematics.

For enrollment, call the JSU Management Development Center at 439-9421, Ext. 324.

The cost is $145 which pays for training, materials, and lunch.

Miss Mimosa deadline Dec. 11

Deadline for Miss Mimosa 1986 contestants to file forms is by noon every Tuesday, December 11 in Room 103.

The judges tea and presentation will be held at the College of Business on Tuesday, December 11. The judges will be selected from the JSU Board of Trustees.

The judges will be selected from the JSU Board of Trustees.
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Absenteism is childish

By KELLY WILLIAMS

“My Old Man’s paying for it. No skin off my back. Boring teacher. Better things to do.” These excuses for cutting classes and many, many more can be heard everyday on our campus. But, cutting classes ain’t cool, kid.

You are cutting nobody’s throat but your own.

This university has a policy on absenteeism which is usually enforced. It is unfair to students who make an effort to attend all classes and maybe get a parking ticket occasionally if the chronic laggard does not even get a slap on the hands for a blatant school policy violation.

It is impossible for a student to skip classes continually and still reach their full potential in that course. Is Daddy “toonin’ the bill?” Why are you here? If your school expenses were coming out of our pocket, you probably would be present more.

So, pal, stay at home, in your dorm, on the raquetball courts, or your cruising. Stay away and you will miss several centuries of accumulated learning that our dedicated teachers have to offer. Maybe you do not want to face the legitimate needs of your day to day routine. First, you must find the perfect spot where you can have peace and quiet. It may be a good idea to stock up on food and snacks to limit as many trips into town as possible. This helps to keep you hidden and eliminates the chance of your study time’s being roughed up. You will be surprised how much easier it is to study when you simply remove yourself from your regular schedule and routine.

Absence does not necessarily make the heart grow fonder; it could make the teacher forget you.

Semester ends

By DEBBIE GOGGANS

As the semester comes to a close, you may be thinking that the worst is over, but remember you still have the final exams to face. It is hard enough to get in the frame of mind for studying because of the holidays, but to mention all the people that you want to make sure and see before you all go your separate ways. One solution to this problem might be to get away from it all. No, not the studying but the people and the rush of your day to day routine. First, you must find the perfect spot where you can have peace and quiet. It may be a good idea not to tell too many people where you are going. Absence of a telephone is also a good idea. If you feel that you must have a telephone, at least do not give the telephone number to anyone. Use it only in case of an emergency. You may not want to go into seclusion by yourself, so it might be all right to carry a couple of friends along with you as long as they are as serious about studying as you are.

When you find the right place and decide on the people that would be compatible during a few days study, you must prepare for the trip. It is a good idea to stock up on food and snacks. It is a good idea to stock up on food and snacks to limit as many trips into town as possible. This helps to keep you hidden and eliminates the chance of your study time’s being interrupted.

Remember getting away from it all does not necessarily mean roughing it. It would probably be better if you try to find a place with all the comforts of home. This way you can at least be comfortable even though you cannot spend much of the time leisurely. You will be surprised how much easier it is to study when you simply remove yourself from your regular schedule and routine. Not only do you accomplish a great amount of school work but also return home feeling much more rested and ready to face the grind of day to day life.
Military pensions defended

By ROSEMARIE HULING

Every so often, the issue of military people’s entitle-ment to retire with a lifetime pension after only twenty years of service is brought up by politicians. Certainly, the comments and the sometimes misleading figures, then discuss the issue, and there are always some who think that service men and women should either serve longer or receive no benefits after twenty years.

Retirement pay is based on a person’s rank and length of service at the time of retirement. When figures are cited of someone’s being paid large sums of money, chances are that person held a very high rank and served more than twenty years. Far more men and women retire at the lower ranks, and, therefore, draw only a small part of these amounts.

Admittedly, retirement pay for our service people, who may only be in their early forties at the time of their retirement, is a tremendous burden on our economy, especially since it is growing. Unfortunately, Army families are biased in favor of the military population, and Army wives in particular, are biased because of their knowledge of the military establishment.

When a young person joins the service, it is rarely with the expectation of going to war. Most people join for what they can get rather than for what they can give. Nonetheless, it can endure military life; it can succeed, for twenty years, they have given their country the most productive years of their lives. For a person to be able to stay in the Army for instance, he must be normal. The Army is very selective, and can afford to be. Only the top performers are selected for promotions, and only those who receive promotions at regular intervals, are allowed to remain in the Army. Army service demands the kind of discipline and dedication that is not always available to the non-service individual.

During a tour of duty, usually three years, life may be far from what an average civilian would consider nor-mal. Workweek begins Monday and ends Friday. Without regular promotions, he, again, is not permitted to make many personal decisions, sacrifices of personal comfort, and frequently sacrifices of family. When a service man is reassigned, particularly to a foreign country, he or she must leave the family behind until suitable quarters are obtained. Only then is the family allowed to follow. This, of course, leaves the details of accomplishing the actual move to the one adult, usually a wife, left behind. The one-year separations are a result of assignments to remote areas where family members are not permitted to go.

Most separations, or relocations, as they are called, through time in one place to purchase homes, and indeed, are sometimes required to live in housing provided on the installation. Therefore, many service members can buy a home only at the end of their service career, at a time when their civilian counterparts have often already paid for a house.

Services are usually unable to pursue careers of their own because of the frequent moves. Thus, extra income is limited.

Additional schooling for a soldier and his spouse is also not always available where they are stationed, again limiting the opportunities for advancement.

The service has very few, if any, Monday through Friday, nine to five jobs. Alerts, called in the middle of the night, yank a soldier right out of his warm bed into a cold, foreign world somewhere. He may or may not know where he is going and when he is coming back. The spouse never knows.

Extra duty pays the cost of life. The service. Someone has to stand guard, be a runner, take charge of quarters, do staff duty, or perform the duties of survey officer. Someone has to be on funeral detail, someone has to be survival officer. The list of extra duties is endless, and everyone gets his/her turn at various ones.

Physical training is another important and much hated part of Army life. How many civilians are up and running and doing what the army does at the crack of dawn several times a week? The few who are do not have to fear disciplinary action if they miss a day. They run and execute by choice. They never have to pass a physical fitness test. How many civilians lose their job for running a mile in the time specified for their age, for doing too few push-ups or not enough sit-ups? Soldiers who fail to pass are very likely to be forced out of the service.

Then there is the skill qualification test, SQT, for short. If a soldier cannot pass it at his present expected level, he is barred from reenlistment, and if he does not score high enough, he may not qualify for a promotion. Without regular promotions, he, again, is not permitted to stay in the service for twenty years. A civilian, in contrast, is rarely required to pass regular exams. The person who is fired for not climbing the corporate ladder. He simply stays on at the current level if he cannot be promoted.
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Budweiser gives crowd alternative to "TV late night with the guys"

By WENDY EDEN

"Did you hear the one about the ...?" No, it wasn't that bad, but the jokes were flying on the back stage of Leone Cole auditorium two Friday nights ago.

Behind the professional stage performances of comedians Franklin Ajaye, Richard Lewis and George Miller was a mixture of off-set humor and sheer nervousness. "I'm always nervous. I couldn't walk on stage cock sure of myself," said Lewis, who spent most of his time pacing between the back rooms of Leone Cole, praying the crowd's laughs out with his Waitman.

Miller, who had been first on stage, was replaced by Lewis, who states he practiced new material in a mirror. "He claims to practice new material to get an idea of what works," says Miller, "but I do remember when I opened for Tanya Tucker in Atlanta. It was a disaster.

The future is what Miller is concentrating on now. He is in the process of writing a book, "Budweiser Comedy tour and he enjoys the good work and "no lust" attitude. According to Miller, "Budweiser gives me an opportunity to work with people I like, to see different places and perform for educated people," added Lewis.

Photos by Allison Clarke

Richard Lewis, a northerner at heart, takes on the stage with style.

Lewis, who normally does Late Night With David Letterman every six weeks, Lewis loves stand up comedy the most and enjoys working with the Budweiser Comedy tour. "Budweiser gives me an opportunity to write the kind of comedy that I think is worthwhile," he added.

Fims is where comedians seem to want to be today. In addition to writing the scripts, "Diary of a young comedian," by David Letterman December 27th.

Meanwhile Ajaye fumbles through a date book. Despite making a few additions to Miller's comments, indulging in a little "comic" gossip Ajaye remains silent. This is Ajaye's second time on the Budweiser Comedy tour and he enjoys the good work and "no lust" attitude. According to Miller, "Budweiser gives me an opportunity to work with people I like, to see different places and perform for educated people." added Lewis.
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with David Brenner, fellow comedian. "I was the new kid on the block and Brenner really helped me out," said Lewis, who added that he had been instrumental in helping Lewis appear on The Tonight Show. Lewis described Johnny Carson as "exciting and a dream come true."

(Continued from Page 10) Since Lewis' first appearance, he has been on the late night program twelve times. "I believe like Brenner, that doing the Tonight Show is like doing a wedding six to ten times a year," added Lewis. Brenner, who has remained close, also devoted a chapter on Lewis in his book, "Pratiza." "It's great when you find out that these kinds of people like my work," said Lewis.

His style is unique. "I've always enjoyed rappers, but I've got my own style," said Lewis, who always carries a pen in his pocket to write down notes. "I've always been impressed with Lenny Bruce, Buster Keaton and Woody Allen," added Lewis. He now practices at L.A.'s The Improvisation to work on material for his ten minute appearances every six weeks.

He is not happy with his move to the West coast and vows that he is the only one who remains standing in the grocery store during earthquakes. He hopes to return to the east coast, which he believes is creatively the best place to live.

Lewis isn't thrilled with the "gimmicks of comedians" that have flooded the stages. "There is a loss of brotherhood with so many clubs," said Lewis. "I didn't get into this for money though. I can remember feeling like a jerk with notes in my pocket my first day. It seems like forever," laughed Lewis. Looking askew, the successful comedian chuckled, "I've been through several presidents, 400 relationships and lots of sneakers.

In awe of the three comedians that were Kelley's first and off the stage was Fred Pendergrass, who had been proclaimed earlier in the week, the "SFA's Funniest Person on Campus." "I've always had a joking personality that I tried out on friends," explained the special education major.

Pendergrass said that he has always had the desire to perform and in the future would love to "get paid to make people laugh." Opening the show with an interesting display of "Halloween Masks of the Stars," featuring Mr. T., Michael Jackson and John Holmes, Pendergrass just that.

The comedians were done and the curtains were drawn. "Do you know how far it is to Virginia?" questioned Lewis. It had been a good show and it was once again time to catch a plane.

Fred Pendergrass awes audience with "Halloween Masks of the Stars".
Kim Correll and Ross Perry will take on lead roles in “Talley’s Folly” Friday night at 8 p.m. in the Performing Arts Theater.

“Talley’s Folly” opens Friday

By WILLADEAN McMURRY

JSU’s Drama Department will present its second in a series of plays to be performed during the 1984-85 school year. “Talley’s Folly” will be offered November 30 through December 6.

“Talley’s Folly” is a verbal game of chess. The play deals with the courtship of young Sally Talley and her Jewish suitor, Matt Friedman. They are two people alone in life, almost self-exiles. They are desperately in love with each other but won’t admit it. Matt hides behind cynicism and jokes. Sally hides behind a wall of fear. They both have dark secrets which they will not admit to each other.

The setting of the play is their house. Perry and Correll will star in the play. Perry plays Matt Freedman and Correll plays Sally Talley.

“Talley’s Folly” will be held in the Little Theater because of the intimacy of the play. The play is filled with meaning. It teaches the actor how to play the big stage. In using the small set, the actors become such a close part of it, it’s like being in your own home,” Douglas Stetz explained. The Little Theatre will seat 75 people each night. Basically there are only about eight people that have done most of the work for this play. These include Douglas Stetz who is the director of the play and designer of the set, Toni Long, senior student who designed the costumes and Carlton Ward, designer for the lighting system.

Nightly performances will be at 8:00 p.m., with a matinee on Sunday at 2:00 p.m. Admission is $2.00 for students, $3.00 for senior citizens and military personnel, and $4.00 for adults. Reservations must be made by calling 435-9838 or 435-9820 Ext. 648 as seating is first come, first serve.

ARS fills third semester slot

By Wendy Eden

Tuesday, December 11 the Student Government Association, Miller, and Brothers will present THE ATLANTA RHYTHYM SECTION at Brothers Bar.

The show, which will feature an opener band along with Atlanta based ARS, will serve as a trial basis due to poor turnout at the last SGA and Miller sponsored event. “We’re hoping that since Brothers is centrally located and that they pull other acts, that it will increase the response,” said SGA vice-president Renee Lupa.

ARS has just regrouped and has been in the process of playing the Florida bar circuit for the last four months. Despite personnel changes the band and their sound remains the same. Original member JR Cobb remains singer, song writer, and second guitarist, while Barry Bailey is still lead guitarist and Dean Daughtery pulls vocals and keyboards. New additions are a lead singer and drummer. The band is currently engaged in a recording project for Triad records under the production of Chips Moman, who has in the past produced Waylon Jennings.

In the height of the success ARS had hit albums such as ALIEN and CHAMPAGNE JAM and popular singles like “So In To You,” “Spooky,” “Alien,” “Champagne Jam,” and “Back Up Against The Wall.”

Tickets will be $3 in advance for students and $5 for general admission. On the day of the concert tickets will go for $4 for students and $6 for others.

Perry and Waugh nominated for Ryan scholarship

By WILLADEAN McMURRY

Special honors were presented to two JSU students during the Alabama America College Theatre Festival. Ross Perry and Lisa Waugh were nominated for the Irene Ryan Scholarship Award that is presented to a student who gives an outstanding performance during the festival.

Ross played the lead role of Andre Sganarelle and Lisa played his wife, Simone in Moliere’s “The Doctor In Spite of Himself.”

The nominees were selected from the 110 eligible students that made up the cost members from the other plays presented during the festival.

Lisa and Ross will go to Orlando, Florida in January for the regional competition. The participation in this phase requires the actor to do a monologue and a 5 minute scene with another actor.

The winner of this competition will then be eligible to compete at the national level. The winner of the national receive the Irene Ryan Scholarship, which can be used at the college of the recipient’s choice.

Ross Perry, 20 year old junior from Douglasville, Georgia has an impressive background in the drama department. “I have worked mostly technical theatre” he explained. “I have learned a lot about choreography, stage manager, props, master and costume assistant.” His acting includes roles in “Great Cross Country Race,” “Music Man,” “Shenandoah” and the lead in the upcoming production by the drama department, “Talley’s Folly.”

Lisa Waugh is a 20 year old, junior from Scottsboro, Alabama who attended University of Alabama in Huntsville before transferring here. Besides her outstanding performance she shrewd in “The Doctor In Spite of Himself,” she has bad roles in “The Hatter’s Mask,” “Streetcar named Desire,” “See How They Run.” Lisa said, “A bad case of Jarynitis probably me auditioning for “Shenandoah,”” so I worked back stage weekends making the milk fresh that was used in the play. The milk would get warm and start to curdle so I made sure it was changed before it reached that point!”

‘Talley’s Folly’

Nov. 30 - Dec. 6

8:00 p.m.
Sunday Matinee 2:00 p.m.

Stone Center
Performing Arts Theatre

$2.00 Students
$4.00 Adults

Discounts available for senior citizens and military personnel
The Long Distance Winner hits home for you.

Ray Edward "Dizzy" Carlyle hit a 618-foot home run on July 4, 1929, in a minor league game at Emeryville Ball Park in California.

AT&T Long Distance gives you more mileage for your money right off the bat. You'll enjoy 40% discounts evenings, 60% nights and weekends. Your calls will speed through even at the busiest hours...and sound as close as next door. It adds up to a winning score.

For information on AT&T Long Distance, call 1800 222-0300.

"FDR as Governor": still significant in today's times

Franklin D. Roosevelt as Governor of New York, by Bernard Bellush

BY ANDY GOGGANS

The purpose of the author in writing this book was to attempt to discern between the programs and policies of Franklin D. Roosevelt, Governor of New York, and those of his predecessor, Governor Alfred E. Smith. This book is a study of the Democratic Party in New York State during the 1919-1923 period and the role of Governor Roosevelt in it. The author, Bernard Bellush, examines the ways in which Roosevelt used his position to promote the Democratic Party and the New Deal philosophy.

Roosevelt was a progressive and dynamic governor who implemented a number of reforms and initiatives during his two terms in office. He introduced new programs and policies that had a significant impact on the state and its residents. The author argues that Roosevelt's legacy continues to be felt in New York today and that the book is a valuable resource for students, researchers, and anyone interested in the history of the state and the Democratic Party.

In conclusion, "FDR as Governor" is a well-researched and comprehensive study of Governor Roosevelt and his impact on New York State. The book provides a valuable perspective on the history of the state and the Democratic Party, and it is highly recommended for anyone interested in the subject.
How to lose weight without trying

By JANET PARELL

In recent years the world has become captivated by various diet and exercise fads. Scarsdale, Grapefruit 45 and Victoria Principal can tend to grate on the nerves, especially when you just do not care about the results. However, there is a way to lose weight without pursuing it can be easy and, this is the least nutritional, but effective method is simply to forget about trying.

If this step seems too drastic, you are out of luck, for it only goes down one term paper due at the end of the semester. Last, but certainly not least, cook foods you do not like. It is as simple as that. Gorging oneself on a pepperoni and mushroom thick crust pizza is not a state of mind. Not as long as you can have the body of Haquel or Victoria or Christie. Just be comfortable with yourself and be healthy. It does not work — develop a good personality.

Larry Smith, a man of various talents

By ANDY GOGGANS:

Larry Smith is much more than the average director here at Jacksonville State University. Larry, who took his degree from JSU, is now the Financial Aid Director for the university. But this is his job, not his life. Larry is a vibrant, outspoken, intellectual with various interests which range from reading to the study of nature.

Recently, Larry, with the help of his older brother, Howard, and several friends, completed his piece of research. The retreat is a log cabin on Indianville Lake, where he now spends his weekends. He began work on the cabin in March of 1983 and has just only completed his home away from home. While the construction of the cabin has been completed in its entirety, the interior still needs a few of the finishing touches that will make it exclusively Larry’s.

Before Larry ever began work on his cabin, which he ordered in kit form, he spent several years studying the overall layout of other log cabins. When the final decision was made, it was in favor of an eighteen by twenty-six foot cabin made with authentic hand hewn, dove-tailed notch logs. According to Larry, “it was a great source of pleasure and satisfaction to conceive, design, and construct a house of this nature.”

The cabin, sitting in a clump of woods just off the lake, is a one and a half story masterpiece with all the comforts of home. Larry, utilizing the lake to the fullest extent, has a twelve foot sailboat, which adds to this already appealing setting.

While the cabin on the lake is a fantastic place to "kick back," Larry has many other sources of enjoyment and relaxation.

When he was attending Sneed State Junior College, Larry was forced to read Thomas Hardy for the first time. “I had a literature course and was required to read Hardy’s ‘Far from the Madd ing Crowd’. It was then that I discovered that I liked Hardy. I began to read everything of his I could get my hands on.”

Larry has been reading Hardy for almost twenty years now and has at least one copy of everything Hardy has ever written. The prize of his collection is a copy of ‘The Mayor of Casterbridge’ that was purchased in Hardy’s hometown in England for him by one of his former secretaries as a gift.

Larry is truly an avid fan of Thomas Hardy. According to him, Hardy can have a sentence a quarter of a page long and the reader will not lose the train of thought. To me that is the sign of a great writer.

When Larry is not reading Hardy, he reads anything pertaining to history, especially ‘Colonial’. Two of his favorite writers in this area are William Manchester and John Tolon.

Larry was the editor of ‘The Chanticleer’ from 1967 to 1969. He has published one book on the history of Marshall County in 1959. The book was published in 1969, one year before he graduated from JSU. He is currently doing research on the second volume of the book which will cover the history of Marshall County from 1839 to the present.

According to Larry, it costs so much now for the small time writer to publish that it is almost impossible to break much less make money. He says that it is mainly personal conviction that keeps him writing. Someday he wants to try his hand at fiction, specifically historical novels.

Larry’s home, which he shares with his wife and twelve year old son, Martin, is furnished mainly with antiques, ninety percent of which Larry has relinquished himself. In 1976 Larry and his wife bought the Victorian style house (built in 1894) next to the new Pi Kappa Phi house on West Mountain Avenue. After refinishing the house and living there for five years, they determined that it was too much trouble and not economically feasible for them to live in an old house, so they sold it in 1981.

Larry’s background is in the fields of journalism and history. He worked for Jack Hopper, issuing weekly campus press releases, before he was offered his present position. Larry says he saw working in financial aid as a challenge and added, ‘There is so much change. The federal government comes out with something new all of the time, and so far no two years have been the same.’

Yes, Larry is the financial aid director, but he has much more to offer than simply serving in that capacity.

November 29, 1984

The Chanticleer
Quotes from "FOR"

The truth is found when men are free to DUTSUB

There is no inestimable men.

The only thing we have to fear is rear

We have always known that heedless self-interest was bed

Eternal truths will be neither true nor eternal unless...
"Some careers never leave the ground
Mine’s off to a FLYING START"

2nd Lt Pam Champion was a special education major, member of Delta Zeta Sorority and commissioned through Army ROTC at Jacksonville State University.

Army ROTC got Pam Champion off to a good start. Upon graduation from college, she attended the 9 month Officer Rotary Wing Aviator Course at Ft Rucker, Alabama, where she graduated as an Army Aviator.

One year out of college, Pam will have a chance to use some of the leadership and management techniques learned in ROTC. She will fly UH-1 helicopters with the 6th Air Cavalry Combat Brigade in Texas.

ROTC can do the same for you. The Army ROTC College program helps you develop your leadership and management ability and trains you to become an Army officer.

Enrolling can benefit your immediate future, too, through scholarships and financial aid. To find out more about the benefits of Army ROTC contact any Military Science Instructor at Rowe Hall or call 435-9820, extension 601.

JSU ARMY ROTC
Are we civilized?

BY ROSEMARY HULING

I am appalled at the situation of domestic animals here and elsewhere. It spoils my day to drive along on our highways and streets and see the swallen, gutted, dead animals. I have become upset when I see dogs and cats roaming at will. They will surely become the victims of motorists someday.

Pets should be kept confined for their own protection. When a fenced yard is not available, they should be walked on a leash. Not only is this safer for the pet, but it is also safer for walkers, joggers, and playing children. A pet on the loose is likely to be hit by a passing vehicle and left to die. On my way to work one morning I saw a small brown dog sitting on the yellow dividing line. Cars passed in both directions. One wrong move by the dog, and he would have been struck by one of them. When I arrived at the spot where he sat, I stopped my car, turned everyone behind me to do the same, got out, and picked up the small frightened creature. It was then that I noticed the blood trickling out of his mouth. He had already been hit and had apparently sustained internal injuries. Through a haze of tears I carried him to the ditch and laid him down. As soon as I walked into my office, just a few minutes later, I called my husband at home, described the spot where I had deposited the dog, and, still crying, begged him to find the animal and take him to our veterinarian. Unfortunately, when Bob found the dog, he had already died. This little dog's trusting eyes haunt me to this day. Quite possibly, someone, perhaps a child or a lonely old person gravely for him. Yet, had that someone truly cared for this pet, he would have protected him from this fate.

We like to believe that ours is a civilized society, yet it seems to me that too many people show too little concern for the helpless creatures they acquire. These same people would not allow a small child to roam the streets without supervision. Do they really expect a mere animal to be more intelligent than a child? I think that civilized people assume the responsibility of taking care of their animals.

Free roaming dogs and cats who avoid being run over may become the innocent victims of dog fighting rings. These illicit organizations use dogs and cats to train their fighting dogs to kill. The captured animals are incapacitated in various ways to make them defenseless and unable to harm the prized killer dogs and are then used for those dogs to practice on. Other strays may end up as laboratory animals, a fate no better than the one just described.

Another consequence of letting pets roam at will, besides death and suffering, is indiscriminate breeding. A responsible pet owner should have his animals neutered, be they male or female. Obviously, it is the owner of the female pet who must raise and then dispose of the unwanted litters. But owners of male pets should feel equally responsible and prevent their pets from contributing to an already insurmountable problem of over-population of dogs and cats. These unwanted litters of puppies and kittens usually end up in the pound, where they will probably be killed. The less fortunate ones are drowned or put in dumpsters. I have found perfectly healthy, lively puppies in dumpsters and landfills.

How many people know by what method our local Humane Society kills the animals brought there? The shelter uses a vacuum chamber. This room is filled with unwanted animals, all the oxygen is sucked out of the room, and the animals die. If they are lucky, they die. After this procedure, the furry corpses are loaded onto a truck and dumped at a landfill. Animals have been found there that were not dead, left to be buried alive.

These are the results of not continuing and neutering pets. Is this what we call civilized? It would take too little effort and expense to correct the situation, if each pet owner did his share.
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"It can take up to ten years of hard work in the private sector to gain the leadership skills and management experience that an Army officer can obtain in four years. It may be even longer than that before you have the opportunity to"
The role of women in the 1980's

Attorney Marda Walters Sydnor of Birmingham, to right, Attorney Marda Walters Sydnor, Miss Gladys (daughter of Mrs. Marge and Dr. David Walters) visits Dutton-Mexico, Mikael Fredstran-Swedet, Miss with members of the International House Program at Melissa Hout-Winter Park, FL and Bolivar Saltos-Jacksonville State University, following a Dinner Ecuador. Forum, Attorney Sydnor was the featured speaker. Left

Forgotten words from mother

By DEBBIE GOGGANS

As college students struggle to learn what the instructors are trying to convey to them, they tend to forget about the knowledge they had already acquired when they came to school.

Much of this previously acquired knowledge came from none other than dear old mom. You remember those annoying little sayings which surely must have been passed down and perfected through the generations. These so-called ad- visory quotes vary from manners to need to general safety. Of course, all these little reminders were necessary. Such warnings as,

"Don't run with scissors," and "Don't swing that stick, you'll poke someone's eye out," probably saved you from stabbing yourself or someone else and causing permanent injury. While these are more or less specific warnings, there are those pertaining to general safety also.

These cautionary phrases are those like, "Don't play with matches," "Don't stick things up your nose," "Never talk to strangers," "Come straight home from school," "Look both ways before crossing the street," and "Don't open the door unless you know who is there."

While these cautions are considered common sense to some, there are those who still have problems with them. Next was mother's attempt to teach you good manners. These catchy little sayings range from, "Don't interrupt when someone else is talking," to the extreme, "Don't pick your nose, it doesn't look nice."

The mention of these motherly quotes would not be complete if those concerning food were not included. How could anyone forget those famous words of wisdom like, "Eat your vegetables," "Don't talk with your mouth full," "Are you going to eat your food or play with it?", "Don't eat so fast," "Wait 30 minutes before you go in swimming," "Eat all of your dinner, don't you know there are children starving in other countries?" And there is the all-time favorite, "You probably couldn't eat it if the TV wasn't on."

One day almost all of us will be a parent, and when that day comes we will all need to remember many of these quotes. If you find this too cumbersome, you may always use the all occasion statement, "Don't put that in your mouth, it's nasty."

Admission is a $1 donation to the SGA
SPORTS

For Jax State, it’s a fitting end

Livingston nips by the Gamecocks, 38-35

BY BO CHAMPION

The Jacksonville State Gamecocks ended their season on a bitter note as the Livingston Tigers defeated them 38-35 on Saturday, November 17, in Livingston.

The best part of the game for Jacksonville was when Kicker Chris Hobbs shattered the South Conference scoring record with his five extra points.

Just as they had done the week before, the Gamecocks made a respectable game of it, scoring two fourth quarter touchdowns to tie the score at 35 all.

But Livingston marched 58 yards and kicked the winning field goal with 1:38 left in the game to secure a Tiger victory.

The Jax State offense looked strong, accumulating 246 yards in the air and 130 on the ground, but the defense gave up 456 yards and 38 points, as well.

The first score of the contest came when John Dixon scored from a yard out, capping a 70-yard drive, to give Livingston a 7-0 lead.

Following a big punt return, the Tigers drove 29 yards in 7 plays for another touchdown. L.U. quarterback Larry Stevenson hit Andrew Fields with a four yard pass, giving the Gamecocks the USC record for the most touchdown receptions in a career.

The Gamecocks then came back with a 50-yard TD drive. Monte Coats broke a 56-yard run to set up the touchdown pass. Hobbs added the PAT, giving them a 7-0 lead.

Jacksonville then got on the board in the second quarter, Coffey threw a lateral pass to Darvy Evans who returned it to the 3 yard line. Hobbs kicked the extra points, tying the game at 7 all.

Midway through the second quarter, Coffey's 3 yard TD pass to Tim Whites. the two teams are tied at 14 all.

With this, some may be asking what actually meant more to Chris Hobbs, the record or winning football games?

"I didn't want to win," Hobbs declared. "I wanted to win so bad the last two games."

"Against Troy, I was so into winning that I didn't realize I had tied the record until they said something about it over the P.A."

"I could have kicked a field goal against them it would have made my four years, not because of the record, but because I would have helped us beam Troy."

The final game against Livingston was no different in the eyes of the Jacksonville kicker.

"In the final game I would have kicked the record for another win, Having a winning season would have been more important."

"Even though I did break it (the record) somebody's going to come along one day and break it again anyway. I'd rather we have a winning season than me break the record."

According to the Anniston native, he was satisfied with his final season at Jax State, but he would have been much happier had the team ended the year on an up note. The loss to Livingston gave this year's graduating class their only losing season during their four years at Jacksonville.

Before this season, Hobbs had shared the kicking duties with Ray Vollmers. Hobbs handled the short to medium field goals and extra points, while Vollmers took kickoffs and field goal attempts.

But upon his arrival, new head coach Joe Hollis stated he would have but one man for all the kicking jobs. Hobbs would be his man.

In reflecting on the situation, Hobbs recalls, "It helped my confidence a lot. I wanted to be the guy. We had been good friends ever since we both came here, but it was good to know I was the number one guy."

Hobbs sets new GSC scoring record

BY STEVE CAMP

Anyone who has been around Gamecock football would have no trouble telling that this season was less than a banner year for the Gamecocks.

The loss to the Gamecocks, the 38-35 defeat, had been to Livingstone, ever since the Fall's score.

The situation of the entire year, but one accomplishment cannot go unnoticed.

Jax State's senior place kicker Chris Hobbs booted five extra points in the final game cementing his new South Conference All-Time Scoring leader. Hobbs ended his career with 229 total points.

"They'd been missing with the points all year trying to decide how close it was," said Hobbs. "I don't think anyone really knew. But they finally got it figured out and realized I was tied for the record with one game left.

It was determined after a search through the old record books that Hobbs was indeed tied for the record at 224 points with former North Alabama standouts Nelson McMillan.

"I wasn't that worried about the record. I had been close to the consecutive extra point record last year and came up short. But it was nice that I got a chance and was able to break one record. It's nice that I could get one before I left," stated Hobbs.

With this, some may be asking what actually meant more to Chris Hobbs, the record or winning football games?

"I didn't want to win," Hobbs declared. "I wanted to win so bad the last two games."

"Against Troy, I was so into winning that I didn't realize I had tied the record until they said something about it over the P.A."

"I could have kicked a field goal against them it would have made my four years, not because of the record, but because I would have helped us beat Troy."

The final game against Livingston was no different in the eyes of the Jacksonville kicker.

"In the final game I would have kicked the record for another win, Having a winning season would have been more important."

"Even though I did break it (the record) somebody's going to come along one day and break it again anyway. I'd rather we have a winning season than me break the record."

According to the Anniston native, he was satisfied with his final season at Jax State, but he would have been much happier had the team ended the year on an up note. The loss to Livingston gave this year's graduating class their only losing season during their four years at Jacksonville.

Before this season, Hobbs had shared the kicking duties with Ray Vollmers. Hobbs handled the short to medium field goals and extra points, while Vollmers took kickoffs and field goal attempts.

But upon his arrival, new head coach Joe Hollis stated he would have but one man for all the kicking jobs. Hobbs would be his man.

In reflecting on the situation, Hobbs recalls, "It helped my confidence a lot. I wanted to be the guy. We had been good friends ever since we both came here, but it was good to know I was the number one guy."

(See HOBBS, Page 22)

J'ville gymnasts ready to pick up from last year

BY CATHY ADAMS

As the year draws to a close the men's and women's gymnastics teams of Jacksonville State begin gearing up for their upcoming seasons. After their monumental showing last year, both teams have the members give the leadership, maturity, and experience that an athletic team needs.

Sophomore Jennifer McFarland won the number two position in the all-around competition at Nationals last year. Though Dillard says she is the best on the team, he admits the others are getting close.

McFarland will be competing along with others from last year, Patricia Claridy, Lisa Ernst, Angie Notes, Tracey Hussey, Laura Cook, Patty Fess, and Denise Walker. Of the freshmen, Dillard says, "all are for good and making progress."

"Stephanie Howse seems to be the most outstanding at this point. Other freshmen, Deanna Morrell, Laurie Sparrowhawk, Donna Lintzel, and Denise Milley are also named All-Americans. They include Kenny Moore on pommel horse, Clyde Moreland in floor exercise and vaulting, Emery Harrison in floor exercise, Dave Oakes on horizontal and parallel bars and team captain Jeff Beal on horizontal and parallel bars.

Le Hair was named national vaulting champion last year and All-American on floor exercise. John Tittle is working hard to be named All-American on the parallel bars and floor exercise.

The three new members of the team are all transfer athletes. John Zerngrane from Memphis State will be competing in the all-around and previously won honors in the Southeast Regional on still rings.

(See GYMNASTS, Page 22)
Nationally ranked Gamecocks settle for split

BY STEVE CAMP

The team picked by a coach's poll to win the Gulf South Conference basketball championship this season, Jacksonville State, got a rude awakening last weekend as they finished third in the Armstrong State Basketball Tournament in Savannah, Georgia.

In the team's initial game of the new season, Bill Jones' Gamecocks were stunned in the opening game of the tourney as Belmont Abbey topped them by the final count of 61-60.

But Jacksonville bounced back on Saturday to down tournament host Armstrong State in the consolation game to take third place.

In Friday's action the Gamecocks were not at their best. With four seconds remaining they clung to a slim 61-60 lead.

Belmont took the ball inbounds where Jax State guard Earl Warren committed a costly foul. Two free throws later Jacksonville was behind 61-60 and was unable to come up with the equalizer.

But Saturday saw what appeared to be a totally different Jacksonville State team, a squad which played more in the mold of last season. The Gamecocks used physical play on the boards and Jones' trap press to shut down Armstrong for a 90-79 victory.

Jacksonville's defense forced the opposition to shoot a poor 39 percent from the field on the night.

"This is the way I thought we would play the first night," said a happy Bill Jones afterward. "Our press set the tone for the game, but our strength inside was the deciding factor.

The Gamecock frontline furnished the punch with 70 of the 90 points. Senior forward Robert Eyton led the way for the Gamecocks with a game high 22 points.

Newcomers Pat Williams and Kelvin Bryant supplied bench strength at the forward position, an area Jacksonville suffered dearly in last season. They added 20 points and 14 points respectively.

Junior center Keith McKeller pumped in 10 points of his own for Jax State. Forward Robert Spurgeon, while scoring only four points, led all rebounders with nine.

Armstrong State was led in scoring by the 20 points of Hod Lane. Groover, who had poured in 33 the night before, was held to only 11 points by Jacksonville.

The board play of the Gamecocks was the deciding factor in the contest. Jax State out rebounded Armstrong 43-36.

With a 1-1 record on the young season, Jacksonville State returns to the friendly confines of Pete Mathews this weekend to host the Tom Hoberson Classic.

Action begins at 6:30 Friday evening with Trevecca College taking on Allen University. The second contest follows with host Jax State going against Phillips College.

The tournament championship and consolation game will get under way on Saturday evening at 6:30.

Jax State head coach Bill Jones confronts the officials in weekend action.

Photo by Mike Roberts

SPICY-FRIED SAVINGS

2-PIECE CHICKEN DINNER
NOW ONLY $1.79

Two pieces of Jack's golden spicy fried chicken, french fries, cole slaw and a fresh-baked buttermilk biscuit.

Please present coupon when ordering. One coupon per person per visit. Not valid with any other coupon or special order.

Jacksonville, Lenlock, Anniston & Pell City
Expires: 12-31-84

2-PIECE CHICKEN DINNER
NOW ONLY $1.79

Two pieces of Jack's golden spicy fried chicken, french fries, cole slaw and a fresh-baked buttermilk biscuit.

Please present coupon when ordering. One coupon per person per visit. Not valid with any other coupon or special order.

Jacksonville, Lenlock, Anniston & Pell City
Expires: 12-31-84
Chanticleer
Top 20

1. Oklahoma (9-1-1)
2. Florida (8-1-1)
3. BYU (12-0)
4. Washington (10-1)
5. S. Carolina (10-1)
6. Nebraska (9-2)
7. Ohio State (9-2)
8. Post. Col. (8-2)
9. ISU (6-2-1)
10. Okla. St. (8-2)
11. Texas (7-2-1)
12. SMU (8-2)
13. Auburn (8-3)
14. Fla. State (7-2-1)
15. Miami (8-4)
16. Georgia (7-3)
17. Maryland (8-3)
18. TCU (8-3)
19. So. Cal. (8-3)
20. Kentucky (8-3)

From the stands
Could it be a tie?
A tie, why couldn’t this one have ended in a tie? With this pace, it is last Friday’s football game between Boston College and the University of Miami in which I am referring. The B.C. Eagles pulled off the victory on the final play of this shootout. The 45-45 final count sealed the Eagles’ trip to the Cotton Bowl.

Steve Camp
Co-Editor-In-Chief

The Hurricanes could do nothing but look on in horror as a bomb shell peddled them with their fourth defeat.
The game was a perfect match-up, pitting the two best passers in the college game today. Doug Flutie, Boston College’s “mighty mite” quarterback, probably won himself the Heisman Trophy with his performance.
Bennie Kosar, the super-sophomore the entire nation has been raving about, saw possibly his best career effort labeled as “not good enough” by Flutie’s 46-yard answered prayer.
After seeing this game, two things are certain: 1) Boston College could have beaten anyone on this day, and 2) Miami could have defeated anyone else and is undoubtedly the best 9-4 team ever.
For any football fan, this game was a beauty. For the defensive coaches of both the Hurricanes and the Eagles, the game was a form of hell on earth.
For offensive minds, it was a dream. Those who thrive on defense probably had trouble sleeping because of nightmares.
In all, the combined total was 1235 offensive yards. Flutie and Kosar tallied 933 of those passing (a new college record).
It must be remembered this game was contested in a drenching downpour and a 30-mile-per-hour wind. It is almost frightening to imagine what the totals could have been had it been a typically calm and dry south Florida day rather than a monsoon.

Lady netters edged out in battle with West Florida

BY JODY KERN
Jacksonville State University’s Lady Gamecock basketball team was defeated in a tight thriller by West Florida University, 59-56, in Pensacola on Monday, November 19.
“We played hard and aggressive,” said an unhappy Jax State head coach, Steve Bailey following the game. “We had a five point lead with six minutes remaining in the game but could not hold on to it.”
“They (the Lady Gamecocks) never gave up throughout the game and it they continue with this attitude, we are going to win some big games this year.”
The leading scorer for Jacksonville was Haneta Chandler with 13 points. Cheryl Baron and Tonya Gober each poured in 11 points in the Lady Gamecocks’ effort.
The two squads battled throughout the contest from start to finish. West Florida held a slim lead of 30-27 at the half.

Hobbs
(Continued From Page 20)

But now it’s all over for Chris Hobbs. No longer will he wear number 5 for Jacksonville State. He will have his recor, but he admits he will miss playing for the Gamecocks.
“During the summer practices I couldn’t wait for it to get here (the end of the season), but now it’s really kinda sad.”

“It was this record that kept me going during the year. It made me try a little bit harder and concentrate a little bit more on every kick.”

“Yes, there was pressure, but you just have to take it as it comes. You have to try not to worry about it. When the time comes you have to perform because that’s what you’re out there for... If not; he says with a smile, ‘it’s choke city.’"

With such a successful career, one would think Hobbs would have a chance at a future in pro football, but no one has shown a real interest thus far. Only the Birmingham Stallions have contacted him.
“I plan on trying out sometime anyway, just for fun of it if nothing else,” says Hobbs. Football has been good to Chris Hobbs, hopefully it isn’t over yet.
Volleyball team takes 2nd in GSC tourney

BY JODY KERN

The Lady Gamecocks' volleyball team ended their season on Saturday, November 17, in Carrollton, Georgia, with the Gulf South Conference tournament.

Jacksonville was defeated in the final round of play by the University of North Alabama. The Lady Lions had been the favorite coming into the tournament losing but one conference match all season. That loss had come at the hands of Jax State.

UNA took the first game of the match 15-7. The Lady Gamecocks bounced back to take the second game, 15-8, to even the count. That was all for Jax State.

The Lady Lions took game three, 15-11, and closed out the match in the fourth by the count of 15-1.

Named to the All-Tournament team for Jacksonville were Donna Oden, Martha Butler, and Jean Fowler. Butler and Lisa Holtzclaw were honored by being named All-Conference.

Along with the players being awarded, Jax State coach Janice Creel was named Gulf South Conference "Coach of the Year."

The Lady Gamecocks finished their season with a 19-16 overall record with a 14-4 conference mark.

Gymnasts (Continued From Page 20)

Brian Walker comes from Penn State and his strengths are in the floor exercise and the horizontal bar. The third is Buddy Brownstein from Maryland University who will be competing on the parallel and horizontal bars.

Both the men's and women's teams are nationally ranked. Together they are the best dual team in the nation. This is expected to be their best year yet. The men have been picked to finish third in the nation this coming March at Nationals.

Coach Dillard encourages students, "come out and see what we've got."

On December 8, the women's team will be competing against Georgia College in Stephenson Gym. It will begin at 7:00 in the evening and admission is free.

Tigers (Continued From Page 20)

Tigers strike to Thomas brought Jacksonville closer. An un-successful 2-point conversion left the count at 35-27 in Livingston's favor. The Red Bandits accounted for the final Jax State score. From the

Trevacca College
Allen University
Phillips College
Jax State

5 EXTRA POINTS
SET NEW GULF SOUTH CONFERENCE SCORING RECORD

CHRIS HOBBS

SPONSORED BY THE MILLER BREWING COMPANY
Pre-Holiday Sale
Days At Incredible Kitchin's!

JR. SWEATER SALE...

11.88

Our Reg. $15 to $18
Compare to $30

One Large Famous Maker Group In Cotton And Acrylic Blends.
JR. S, M & L

Missy
Warm-Up Separate Tops & Pants

9.99

One Group: S, M & L

99¢ SALE!!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Earrings</th>
<th>Twist Beads</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>99¢ SALE</td>
<td>99¢ SALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Group: Reg. $2 to $3</td>
<td>Entire Stock: Reg. $3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Belts</th>
<th>Knee Socks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>99¢ SALE</td>
<td>99¢ SALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Group: Reg. $3; Compare $5</td>
<td>One Group: If Perfect $2.80 to $3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MEN'S SWEATER SALE...

7.88

Reg. $10
If Perfect, $18 to $24

One Rack Of Famous Maker Cotton & Acrylic Blends In Many Colors.

RING SALE!
VALUES UP TO 95¢
ONLY 99¢
GUARANTEED
TARNISH RESISTANT
(Saturday Only
10 AM - 8 PM)

Pelham Plaza • Jacksonville - Open Mon.-Wed. 10 AM 'Til 6 PM • Thurs.-Sat. 'Til 8 PM